
DURHAM ENERGY INSTITUTE FELLOWS 
(NON-SIPENDIARY) 

 
Durham Energy Institute (DEI) has an ongoing open call to appoint non-stipendiary Fellows.   
 
As one of the University’s cross-cutting research institutes, the DEI takes an interdisciplinary 
approach to the broad questions surrounding the supply and demand of energy in a developing 
World (https://www.dur.ac.uk/dei).  Accordingly, applicants from all disciplines across the Science, 
Social Science and Arts & Humanities Faculties are welcomed.   
 
DEI Fellows benefit from the DEI’s exceptional academic, industrial and political links at local, 
national and international level.  It is intended that Fellows will contribute to developing and 
promoting these links through their own research activities.  Each Fellow is given a specific remit 
associated with their research interests.  All PhD fellows have a remit to support the DEI STEM 
Outreach agenda. 
 
We would like to broaden the Institute’s Leadership team by strengthening the representation 
from researchers, academics and PhD students.  Female and minority candidates are especially 
encouraged to apply for these posts. 
 
The DEI appoints Fellows at the following levels: 
 

 Fellow 

 PhD Fellow 
 
Additional Information 
 
Interested candidates should submit a brief CV and covering letter to the DEI Executive Director at 
dei.director@durham.ac.uk. 
 
PhD FELLOW 
 
Applications are welcomed from current PhD students who wish to become fellows of the Durham 
Energy Institute.  PhD fellows will be invited to sit on DEI Committees, up to and including the DEI 
Executive Committee and will be provided with opportunities to engage with energy researchers 
at all levels.  They will also be provided with ongoing links to the wider postgraduate community.  
 
PhD fellows will be given a remit to support the STEM outreach activities of the DEI. 
 
These opportunities are ideally suited to students who have broad energy related research 
interests beyond their PhD studies. 
 
All applicants should ensure that their Head of Department and (where appropriate) Academic 
Supervisor support their application. 
 
Essential 

 Studying for PhD in a relevant area 

 Evidence of successful collaborative work 
Excellent verbal, written and presentation skills. 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/dei
mailto:dei.director@durham.ac.uk


 The ability to work in team environment 

 Knowledge of issues affecting energy sector 
 
Desirable 

 Experience of preparing and delivering research presentations to a diverse range of 
audiences 

 Demonstrated experience of preparing academic publications 
Demonstrated experience in writing and submitting applications for research funding  

 
FELLOW 
 
Fellows will be academic, teaching, research or professional staff who have an interest in energy 
and who are either hoping to expand their present energy knowledge or wish to move into the 
energy field for their teaching and/or research.   
 
Fellows will provided with excellent networking opportunities across the University and with 
external partners and will have the ability to promote their own research interests broadly across 
the University’s research base. 
 
They will provide expert advice within their field to the DEI Executive and will be expected to 
contribute to Leadership activities within the DEI.  The focus will be on developing career support 
and the interdisciplinary development of DEI research.  The Fellow will be given full support by the 
DEI team in developing their own research and collaboration initiatives; this may include travel 
expenses when appropriate. 
 
These opportunities are ideal for candidates who are considering a longer term position within the 
DEI, possibly moving up to Co-Director level when the opportunity arises. 
 
Person Specification 
 
Essential 
 

 A PhD in a relevant area 

 Evidence of successful collaborative work 

 Demonstrated experience in writing and submitting applications for research funding 

 Excellent verbal, written and presentation skills 

 Track record of working as part of a team and contributing effectively to the working of an 
academic department or other organisation 

 Experience of preparing and delivering research presentations to a diverse range of 
audiences 

 Knowledge of issues affecting the energy sector 
 
Desirable 
 

 Evidence of publications in peer-reviewed literature and/or a publication record in high 
quality academic publications 

 A record of generating research income 

 Demonstrable potential for producing research that generates impact (broadly 
understood) beyond the academic community 


